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Abstract

Ammosov V.V. et.al. Study of Avalanche Mode Operation of Resistive Plate Chambers with

Different Gas Gap Structures: IHEP Preprint 98-51. – Protvino, 1998. – p. 13, figs. 8, tables 2,
refs.: 9.

Operation of narrow gap, wide gap and multigap RPCs in an avalanche mode was studied.
No advantage in the avalanche-streamer separation was found for the wide gap and multigap

chambers operating with Ar-based mixture as compared with the narrow gap chamber. For dense
tetrafluoroethane-based mixture, proportionality was observed between streamer-free plateau

width and total gas thickness, in a rough agreement with the corresponding shift of the maximum
of avalanche charge distributions from zero. The best result was obtained for the double-gap
chamber with the read-out electrode located between two subgaps.

aNNOTACIQ

aMMOSOW w.w. I DR. iZUˆENIE RABOTY W LAWINNOM REVIME REZISTIWNYH PLOSKOPARALLELX-
NYH KAMER S RAZLIˆNOJ STRUKTUROJ GAZOWOGO ZAZORA: pREPRINT ifw— 98-51. – pROTWINO,

1998. – 13 S., 8 RIS., 2 TABL., BIBLIOGR.: 9.

iZUˆENA RABOTA UZKOZAZORNYH, [IROKOZAZORNYH I MNOGOZAZORNYH rpk W LAWINNOM RE-

VIME. nE OBNARUVENO PREIMU]ESTW [IROKOZAZORNYH I MNOGOZAZORNYH KAMER, RABOTA@]IH

S GAZOWOJ SMESX@ NA OSNOWE ARGONA, PERED UZKOZAZORNYMI W OTNO[ENII RAZDELENIQ OBLASTEJ

LAWINNOGO I STRIMERNOGO REVIMOW. dLQ PLOTNOJ SMESI NA OSNOWE TETRAFTOR“TANA NABL@-

DALASX PROPORCIONALXNOSTX MEVDU [IRINOJ BESSTRIMERNOJ OBLASTI PLATO “FFEKTIWNOSTI

I POLNOJ TOL]INOJ GAZA, W KAˆESTWENNOM SOGLASII S SOOTWETSTWU@]IM SDWIGOM OT NULEWOGO

ZNAˆENIQ NAIBOLEE WEROQTNOJ WELIˆINY ZARQDA LAWINY. nAILUˆ[IJ REZULXTAT POLUˆEN DLQ

DWUHZAZORNOJ KAMERY S SIGNALXNYM “LEKTRODOM, RASPOLOVENNYM MEVDU DWUMQ ZAZORAMI.
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INTRODUCTION

In the both general-purpose LHC detectors the Resistive Plate Chambers are proposed
as one of the base detectors for the muon trigger system [1,2]. Because of a large expected
background these RPCs should operate in the so called avalanche mode, which provides
higher rate capability and stable timing properties independent of counting rate. To
compensate for low gas gain (as compared with streamer mode) the RPC should be
equipped with high gain amplifiers and low threshold discriminators. In these conditions
the appearence of streamers with even low probability is utterly undesirable. Streamer
signals are about 100 times higher than avalanche ones, and they can cause the firing
of several read-out strips per single throughgoing particle and a considerable increase in
the detector dead time. Thus one of the problems connected with the use of RPC in the
avalanche mode is the existence of a wide enough region in the applied HV, in which one
can achieve the full efficiency of an RPC while keeping the streamer fraction negligible.
Two ways to solve this problem are currently under study. One way is the search

for more suitable (in particular more dense and quenching) gas mixture for traditional
narrow (about 2 mm) gas gaps [3]. The other one is oriented to developing alternative
RPC geometrical designs — double-gap [2], wide gap [4] and multigap [5] chambers. In all
these approaches the general idea consists in improving the avalanche charge distribution,
that is in obtaining the distributions with non-zero maximum and reduced tailes. The
second goal is to reduce the number of electrons needed to produce a given fast signal in
the external read-out circuit, in other words, to reduce gas gain coefficient G.
In this paper we present the results of the study of avalanche-streamer separation for

different RPC structures and two gas mixtures.
Let us recall briefly the general principles of RPC operation and the motivations for

the above-mentioned approaches. RPC is a gaseous detector with electron multiplication
in gas gap of width d enclosed by two parallel HV electrodes made of dielectric (bakelite)
with bulk resistivity of about 1010-1012 Ohm·cm. HV is spread over outer surfaces of
bakelite with the use of conductive paint. An avalanche produced in gas gap induces
signal on read-out electrodes placed on both sides of the detector. In multigap chambers,
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gas gap is additionally divided by bakelite sheets to form several subgaps; in proposed
scheme [5], these additional HV electrodes are floating. In the double-gap chamber, read-
out electrode is placed between two subgaps.
A total charge of electrons contained in an avalanche (avalanche size) produced by a

charged particle traversing gas gap d can be expressed as

Q = qe
∑
ni × exp[β(d− xi)]. (1)

Here xi is the distance from the cathode of the production point of i-th cluster of multi-
plicity ni and β is the effective first Townsend coefficient equal to the difference between
multiplication α and attachment η coefficients; qe-electron charge. Summation is carried
out on all clusters in the gap. The average avalanche size Qg can be obtained from (1) as

Qg � qe(νnd)eβd/βd, (2)
where n is average cluster multiplicity, ν — primary cluster density.
A fast signal, induced in read-out circuit, is related to the avalanche size, according

to the Ramo-Shockley theorem, as

q � QE∗/β ≡ Q/βD. (3)

Here E∗ is the conditional field strength in gas gap for the case when pick-up electrode
of interest has unit potential and all other conductive electrodes are grounded. For the
parallel plate geometry, E∗ is constant and one can write in this case E∗ = 1/D, where D
can be called “effective total gap width”.
Using the continuity condition for electric displacement, one can obtain for the real

RPC structure
D = kd + (

tb

εb
+
tm

εm
) (4)

for the chamber of k subgaps of the width d. Here tb, tm are the total bakelite and
mylar thickness between two opposite read-out electrodes and εb, εm — their relative
permittivities.
If one can consider each subgap of a k-gaps chamber as independent and keeping

exactly 1/k-th of applied voltage, then it is natural to write down

q � kQg/βD, (5)

where Qg is, in this case, the average avalanche size in a subgap.
From (1) it follows, that for low primary cluster density, only few clusters contribute

to the sum, because of the very sharp dependence of Q on (d-xi). For 2 mm gap chamber
working with Ar-based mixture, first two clusters account, in average, for 90% of the
resulting signal [6]. Therefore, the size of particular avalanche is very sensitive to the
coordinate of the first cluster formation, especially for narrow gaps. For gases with higher
primary cluster density more clusters can contribute to the sum, reducing fluctuations in
the resulting avalanche size and shifting mean avalanche charge to higher values, for the
given gas gain (see also [7]).
For wide gap chambers the same effect of increasing “useful” number of clusters is

achieved by increasing gap width. Further, because a mean avalanche size is goverened
primarily by exp(βd), the (βd)-values should be approximately equal for all kinds of
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chambers, and in the case of wide gaps, one could hope to operate at lower values of β
approximately in the ratio

β2 � β1d1/d2, (6)

where β1,β2 refer to gap widths d1, d2, respectively. Thus, one can hope to reduce further
one of the sources of avalanche size fluctuations.
For the multigap chambers the measured signal is determined by the sum of avalanches

produced in all subgaps. Accordingly, the fluctuations of the resulting signal are expected
to be lower.
From relations (4) and (5) one can see, that neither wide gap nor multigap chambers

are capable to provide a lower avalanche size in gap/subgap for the given measured signal
q. We can rewrite expression (5) in the form

q � (k/r)Qg/βd, (7)

where r = D/d. Coefficients (k/r) are contained for our monogap and multigap chambers
in the range from 0.83 for 6.3 mmmonogap chamber to 0.56 for 3×0.7 mm RPC, compared
with (k/r) = 0.71 for 2.1 mm narrow gap chamber, so the ratios q/Qg differ only slightly
for these chambers. For double-gap chamber, k = 1 in (4), due to electrode location
between subgaps, but k = 2 in (5), and thanks to this feature (k/r) = 1.43 in (7). Thus
only double-gap chamber can, in principle, realize both advantages: about two times lower
avalanche size in each subgap and reduction of avalanche fluctuations due to summing
signals from both subgaps.
Of course, this picture of RPC operation is simplified because in the region of high

gas amplification space charge effects should be taken into account. The role of the elec-
tronegativity of the gases used is also not understood in details yet [8].

1. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

Measurments were made at the test facility of the IHEP U-70 accelerator in the beam
of low momentum (a few GeV) positive particles, mostly hadrons. A full width of the
beam at half maximum at detectors position was about 20 cm. The experimental set-
up is shown on Fig.1-a. Trigger was worked out by five-fold coincidence of scintillation
counters S1–S5 and picked out 1.5×4 cm2 area of detectors. The trigger rate varied
from 15–20 up to 300 triggers per spill (spill length 0.5–0.8 s ). The test area had high
background irradiation from the main ring and nearby placed targets of other channels.
This background rate was determined with the use of scintillation counter to be about
100 Hz/cm2 throughout the run.
The following set of detectors was installed in the beam:

1) 0.5 × 2 m2 large RPC module, containing two independent chambers, one having
2.1 mm wide gap and the other – 4.1 mm. Each chamber had X and Y read-out
strip panels, strip width being 28 mm with 30 mm pitch.
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2) 30 × 30 cm2 test module (TM), containing three chambers: 2.3 mm and 6.3 mm
monogap RPCs and 3 × 2.3 mm multigap chamber. Each chamber had X and Y
read-out strips similar to the large RPC module. This module was specially made
for the comparative study of the narrow and wide monogaps and multigap RPCs.

3) Several small (80 cm2 sensitive area) test RPCs were studied in the gas tight box
(GB):

1.7 mm, 3.0 mm and 3.8 mm monogap chambers;
3 × 1.5 mm, 3 × 1.0 mm and 3 × 0.7 mm multigap ones and
2 × 2.3 mm double-gap chamber with read-out pad located between two sub-
gaps.

Fig. 1. Experimental set-up: a — detectors lay-out , b — baseline circuit for charge measure-

ments.

Inner electrodes for multigap chambers were made of 0.8 mm thick melamine-phenol-
melamine sheets with volume resistivity of about 1013 Ohm cm; for all other electrodes
1.6 mm thick phenol-melamine plates were used having (1-3)×1012 Ohm·cm volume re-
sistivity. No additional treatment was applied to the inner surfaces of gas gaps. In the
multigap chambers, HV was applied only to outer electrodes, thus inner electrodes were
floating.
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Gas flowed in succession through two gaps of the large RPC, three chambers of the
TM and then through the GB with flow rate 75 cm3/min. We used two gas mixtures.
Most of the data were obtained with two-component mixture based on tetrafluoroethane
(TFE) with admixture of 6% of isobutane [9] (heavy mixture, estimated cluster density
about 7 mm−1). A direct comparision of the three chambers of the TM turned out to
be possible, however, only for Ar-enriched mixture Ar/TFE/isobutane = 74/20/6 (light
mixture, ν =3.5 mm−1) due to HV source limitation.
We used as a base a commercial amplifier U3-33 with 26 dB amplification and 400 MHz

band width. The amplified signal was sent to fan-out (Fig. 1-b). One output of fan-
out through 6 mV home-made discriminator/shaper was used for efficiency and singles
counting rate measurements, the other — for charge measurements with the use of QDC
with 0.25 pC/count. Most of the charge data were obtained for 100 ns QDC gate.
For the large RPC strip-line impedance was measured to be 12 Ohm. Far ends of

all strips were terminated with 12 Ohm resistors, therefore, only 20% of fast charge was
measured with 50 Ohm input impedance amplifier. On the other hand, the read-out pads
in the GB were loaded by 1 kOhm resistors, as well as the strips of the TM chambers.
Hence, all fast induced charge was measured in these cases.
The circuit sensitivity with respect to the amplifier input was measured to be

25 fC/count for unattenuated signals. With 20 times amplification and 6 mV discrim-
ination threshold, we had the threshold reduced to RPC output of about 0.3 mV. We
estimated our threshold charge to be about 50 fC.
Streamer probability was determined from the measured charge spectra as a fraction

of events contained in a peak or cluster which was visibly separated from the avalanche
tail.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Efficiency and streamer fraction. Summary of experimental results for both gas
mixtures is presented in Table 1. In this Table the plateau knee voltage V0 is defined as
the voltage above which the efficiency does not rise further.
A direct comparision of different RPC structures was made for the Test Module cham-

bers for the light gas mixture Ar/TFE/isobutane = 74/20/6. The results on efficiency
and streamer fraction are shown on Fig. 2 as a function of field strength E=V/dtot, where
dtot = kd. As it is seen from the data, the efficiency for the narrow gap chamber does
not exceed 90%. Streamers are observed already at the plateau knee at the level of 1%,
and their probability increases rapidly. For the wide gap and multigap chambers the
efficiency is higher, but not sufficiently. The wide gap chamber shows some streamer-free
region, about 100 V on the plateau, with the streamer fraction fs less than 1%. But for
this chamber the efficiency curve has an observable inverse slope. This effect is known
and usually referred to high resistivity of bakelite. It is seen from the data that the wide
gap RPC turned out to be most sensitive to these effects. Processes that cause efficiency
decrease with HV increasing can hinder, at the same time, the streamer formation. Thus,
the result on the streamer suppression for the wide gap chamber should be taken with care.
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Table 1. General characteristics of studied RPCs

RPC type V0,kV ε,% fknee,% qknee,pC ∆V,V

light mixture

2.3 mm 6.0 89.3±0.5 0.5 0.5 <100

6.3 mm 13.4 94.4±1.0 0.0 1.2 100
3 × 2.3 mm 17.5 96.8±0.5 1.2 0.5 –

heavy mixture

1.7 mm 8.1 96.2±0.6 6.6 1.6 –

2.1 mm 9.5 97.6±0.1 0.7 1.8 <100
2.3 mm 10.1 98.7±0.1 0.05 0.9 200

3.8 mm 14.2 97.4±0.4 0.0 1.3 400
3 × 1.0 mm 14.0 99.5±0.3 0.24 0.9 200

3 × 1.5 mm 16.8 99.8±0.2 0.13 0.9 400
2 × 2.3 mm 9.9 99.8±0.1 0.0 1.1 350

V0 – plateau knee voltage, ε – average efficiency on the plateau, fknee – streamer fraction at

plateau knee, qknee – measured avalanche charge at the knee, ∆V – plateau width with streamer
fraction less than 1%.

Fig. 2. 30 × 30 cm2 module, light gas mixture Ar/TFE/isobutane = 74/20/6. Efficiency ε

and streamer fraction fs vs field strength.

For the multigap chamber no streamer-free plateau region was observed at all.
All other results presented were obtained for heavy gas mixture. The effect of this

mixture is clearly seen from Fig.3, where efficiencies and streamer fractions for the 2.3 mm
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monogap chamber are compared for both gases. For the heavy mixture the efficiency is
higher than 98% for at least 400 V plateau, and, most important for our study, about
200 V wide region of the plateau with fs<1% is seen.

Fig. 3. 30 × 30 cm2 module, 2.3 mm gap. Efficiency and streamer fraction vs HV for (a) light

Ar/TFE/isobutane = 74/20/6 and (b) heavy TFE/isobutane = 94/6 gas mixtures.

Efficiencies and streamer probabilities for some RPC studied with heavy mixture are
presented on Fig. 4 as a function of E.

Fig. 4. Efficiency and streamer fraction as a function of field strength E for narrow gap, wide
gap, multigap and double-gap chambers for heavy mixture.
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For 2.1 mm gap of large chamber efficiency reaches about 98%, but the plateau region
with streamer fraction less than 1% is too narrow, less than 100 V.
We studied two “wide” gap, 3.0 and 3.8 mm RPCs with heavy mixture. Main char-

acteristics — efficiency and streamer probability for the 3.8 mm wide gap chamber are
shown in Fig.4 and Table 1. A visible streamer-free region of about 400 V is seen. But we
observed relatively low peak value of efficiency comparable with the efficiency of narrow
gap RPCs. Moreover, a visible inverse slope of the efficiency curve with HV increasing
is clearly seen. Such effect has already been mentioned in the discussion of the wide gap
(6.3 mm) chamber with light mixture. Our conclusion in the case of 3.8 mm gap RPC is
the same: streamers suppression is the consequence of high sensitivity of wide gap RPCs
to the details of chamber constraction and operating conditions, in particular, to bakelite
resistivity and counting rate.
Another effect was also observed for this chamber: streamer fraction is about three

times higher when using 250 ns QDC gate. For 500 ns gate width, streamer probability
does not rise further. But an average streamer charge increases approximately linearly
with the gate width up to 500 ns.
To study multigap RPC performance with heavy mixture we have made three small

set-ups for GB: 3 × 1.5 mm, 3 × 1.0 mm and 3 × 0.7 mm.
Efficiency and streamer probability as a function of field strength for 3 × 1.5 mm and

3 × 1.0 mm chambers are shown on Fig.4; relevant data for these chambers are also listed
in Table 1. First of all the plateau efficiency is > 99% for both chambers. The 3 × 1.0
mm and 3 × 1.5 mm chambers show 200 V and 400 V wide gaps between plateau knee
and 1% streamer onset, respectively. But in this case too streamers at � 0.1% probability
level occur already at the plateau knee.
Best result was obtained for another type of multigap RPC — double-gap 2 × 2.3 mm

chamber with read-out electrode located between two subgaps (see Fig. 4). There is
seen 350 V wide region on the plateau with fs<1% for both 100 and 250 ns QDC strobes
and about 200 V — with streamer fraction less than 0.1 %. A total plateau width with
efficiency greater than 99% is more than 1 kV. Such result is, to our mind, the consequence
of the features of this type of RPC mentioned in the Introduction.
Some relevant quantities, that characterize operation mode of RPCs of different de-

signs, are presented in Table 2. These quantities refer to equal measured charges q = 1.1
pC (average for these chambers at plateau knee, qknee = 1.1±0.2 pC, see Table 1). This
Table confirmes some statements made above:

1. For all chambers, βd-values are approximately the same.

2. For wide (3.8 mm) gap RPC the value of β is lower than for narrow 2.3 mm gap
(see (6)).

3. Average avalanche size in each subgap of multigap chamber is the same as for
narrow and wide monogaps.

4. Only double-gap chamber realizes completely the advantages of two subgaps:
avalanche size in each subgap is more than two times lower than for all other chambers.
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Table 2. Gas multiplication parameters for different kinds of RPCs

RPC type βd β,mm−1 βD Qg ,pC G

2.3 mm 18.3 7.9 25.6 30.7 8.9×107

3.8 mm 17.6 4.7 22.8 27.4 4.4×107

3×1.5 mm 18.7 12.5 74.8 29.9 1.3×108

2×2.3 mm 16.7 7.3 23.5 11.7 1.8×107

d – gap or subgap width for monogap and multigap chambers, respectively, β – effective first
Townsend coefficient, D – effective total gap width, Qg – avalanche charge in gas gap/subgap,

G – gas gain coefficient.

Charge distributions. Charge spectra were measured for all the chambers. Two
representative distributions are shown on Fig. 5 for 1.7 mm monogap chamber and for
double-gap RPC, at mean charge values of around 1 pC. Different behaviour of charge
distributions is clearly seen. While for the 1.7 mm chamber we have an exponential
distribution, the double-gap chamber shows a “Landau-like” shape of charge spectrum
with maximum well separated from zero.

Fig. 5. Measured charge spectra in avalanche region for (a) 1.7 mm monogap chamber and

(b) for CMS-type double-gap RPC, for heavy gas mixture.

To study more quantitatively measured charge distributions, these spectra were fitted
for all the chambers with the Polya-like relation

dN/dq ∼ q(b−1)exp(−bq/q0) (8)

Here q0 is a mean charge and b is a parameter. Resulting approximations for two chambers
are shown by dotted curves on Fig. 5.
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We defined a “symmetry parameter”

S = qmp/q0, (9)

where qmp is the most probable charge values. Obviously, the limiting values for S are 0 for
the exponential shape of charge spectrum and 1 for the symmetrical “Gaussian-like” one.
On Fig.6, the obtained values of S for all chambers are shown as a function of total gas
gap thickness dtot = kd. For both gas mixtures, S increases with the total gas thickness.
The slope of this rise is higher for heavy gas. This observation can be interpreted as an
indication that the total primary ionization and its density exerts a main influence on the
shape of an avalanche distribution in our conditions. Curves on this figure are the results
of the fit to experimental points of the function

S = 1− exp(−a(dtot − dtot0)), (10)

which satisfies qualitatively limiting conditions expected for S.

Fig. 6. Symmetry parameter S as a function of gas thickness dtot.

On Fig.7 the pure avalanche plateau width ∆V is plotted vs dtot for both mixtures.
Comparision of this figure with Fig.6 shows that for the TFE-based mixture both ∆V
and S increase with the total gas thickness in a similar way. Thus, for this mixture the
width of streamer-free region corresponds, at least qualitatively, to the improvement in
avalanche charge distribution shape.
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Fig. 7. Pure avalanche plateau width ∆V as a function dtot.

This is not the case for Ar-based mixture: a visible increase of symmetry parame-
ter for wide gap and multigap chambers renders no influence on the avalanche-streamer
separation. Evidently, the quenching ability of this mixture is too weak.
Using relations (2), (3) and (4) and experimental data for monogaps, we estimated β

values for a relatively wide range of field strength E (Fig.8). We used here ν = 7 mm−1

for the heavy mixture and ν = 3.5 mm−1 for the light one, and n = 3. These dependences
can be satisfactorily fitted with the form

β(cm−1) � 1450exp(−12.6/E(kV/mm)) (11)

for the heavy mixture and

β(cm−1) � 5320exp(−11.1/E(kV/mm)) (12)

for the light one.
We should make some remarks concerning the multigap chambers. Defining field

strength in each subgap as E = V/kd and using the corresponding values of β, we cannot
reproduce the measured charges, for the TFE-based mixture. In fact, for the 3×1.5 mm
chamber the plateau knee field strength E0 is 3.73 kV/mm, and β(E0) � 4.95 mm−1.
Accordingly, qknee can be estimated as 0.1 fC, four orders of magnitude lower than the
measured value. For Ar-based mixture, E0 = 2.54 kV/mm, β � 6.73 mm−1 and qknee �
0.7 pC, in agreement with the observed value. We cannot explain this contradiction.
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Fig. 8. An estimate of the effective first Townsend coefficient.

CONCLUSION

We studied the avalanche-to-streamer transition for different RPC geometrical schemes
in order to find the best one with respect to a high efficiency in the avalanche mode and
at the same time a low streamer probability for the wide enough efficiency plateau region.
Our conclusions are summarized below:
1. For the light Ar-enriched mixture all the RPC structures studied (narrow gap, wide

gap and multigap) do not show any practical streamer-free region.
2. For tetrafluoroethane-based mixture, the pure avalanche plateau width seems to

grow with the total gas thickness.
3. The increase of the avalanche plateau width with total gas thickness for TFE-based

mixture is in agreement with the corresponding shifting from zero of the most probable
values of avalanche charges. No relationship was observed between the avalanche charge
distribution shape and avalanche-streamer separation for Ar-based mixture.
4. The best result was obtained for the double-gap chamber with read-out electrode

located between two subgaps, for TFE-based mixture: about 200 V wide pure avalanche
plateau with the streamer fraction less than 0.1% and > 99% efficiency.
5. Some characteristics of the RPC operation mode and gas mixtures properties were

also estimated: the avalanche size in gas gap or subgap, gas gain coefficients at the plateau
knee and the dependence of the effective first Townsend coefficient on the applied electric
field for two gas mixtures.
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Our results for two gas mixtures and different gas gap structures indicate that the
search for a new more suitable gas mixture is the most promising way to solve the problem
of stable RPC operation in a pure avalanche mode.
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